Optical ray tracing for crossed beam photothermal deflection spectroscopy.
A geometrical algorithm for optical ray tracing is used to trace the trajectories of probe laser beam rays in pulsed photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) of a static gas. Rays are traced as a function of various parameters such as time, absorbed pump beam energy, radius, and pulse duration. The exit angle is also computed and compared with the deflection angle calculated analytically with very good agreement for a pump pulse duration shorter than the thermal diffusion time. For a long pump pulse duration, the analytical expression is inaccurate due to the neglect of thermal diffusion during the pump pulse. Probe beam ray crossing is examined and found to be unimportant for most common PDS situations. The saturation of the PD signal is found for high absorbed pump pulse energy; this is due to excessive heating of the absorber. Finally, the maximum probe beam deflection occurs when the deflection is measured at a time corresponding to the end of the pump pulse duration.